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Friday presentations, reception and dinner are located in the Marriott University 
Park hotel.

Saturday morning presentations are in the Marriott University Park hotel; Saturday 
afternoon sessions after lunch take place on the University of Arizona campus in the 
Integrated Learning Center (ILC).

The ILC is an underground structure beneath the grassy mall on the University of 
Arizona campus north of the Main Library. It is about a 10 to 15 minute walk: from 
the Marriott, walk to the campus entrance on University Boulevard and through the 
center of campus to the ILC. A shuttle is available for those needing assistance. Please 
make arrangements at the conference registration table prior to 10:30 on Saturday 
morning.

Marriott University Park Hotel Integrated Learning Center

CONFERENCE LOCATION
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10

11:00 – 5:30    Registration and displays  
   Marriott University Park hotel - outside ‘The Canyons’ room

12:00 – 1:00    Keynote Presentation  
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room

   On Becoming Global Souls: Building Intercultural Competence. 
   Janet Bennett, Intercultural Communication Institute   

1:00 – 3:30   Session I 
   Developing and Assessing Intercultural Competence, Part 1   
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room

 1:00 - 1:50   1.  Intercultural Competence: A Consensus Definition,   
   Model, and Implications for Assessment 
   Darla Deardorff, Duke University

 1:50-2:40   2.  Developing Intercultural Competence through Study Abroad  
   Christian Sinclair, University of Arizona

 2:40-3:30   3.  Assessing Intercultural Competence: In Search of Measurable  
   Goals in the Foreign Language Classroom 
   Renate Schulz, University of Arizona

3:30 – 3:45     Coffee break                                                                                                                       

3:45 – 6:15     Session II 
   Developing and Assessing Intercultural Competence, Part 2   
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room

 3:45-4:35   1.  Culture Shockers and Barrier Breakers: Intercultural   
   Strategies for the Language Classroom 
   Gail Robinson, San Diego State University

 4:35-5:25   2.  ‘Deliberative Dialogue’ as a Tool for Developing Critical  
   Thinking Skills in the Language Classroom
   Kamakshi Murti, Middlebury College

 5:25-6:15   3.  Facilitating Sustainable Dialogue in Intercultural Conflict:  
   A Multi-dimensional Framework 
   Benjamin Broome, Arizona State University

 6:15 – 7:00     Reception  (Marriott - ‘Ventana’ room)

 7:00 – 8:00     Dinner  (Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room) 
…
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

Morning Schedule

8:15 – 9:10       Introductory Presentation and Breakfast
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room

    Understanding Culture and Communication: From   
             Theory to Application 
   Christian Sinclair, University  of Arizona

 9:10 – 10:30     Session III 
   Media  
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room

 9:10-9:50     1.  Mass Media in the Middle East: Print, Radio, Television,  
   Internet and Cinema 
   Christine Dykgraaf,    University of Arizona

 9:50-10:30   2.  “ReOrienting” the West through Latin American Media 
   Celeste Gonzalez de Bustamante, University of Arizona

10:30 – 12:30   Session IV
   Art and Literature  
   Marriott - ‘The Canyons’ room                                          

 10:30-11:10   1.  Middle-Eastern Children’s Literature as Intercultural Tool  
   Seemin Raina, University of Arizona

 11:10-11:50   2.  Border Identities: Negotiating the Line in Contemporary  
   Middle Eastern Art 
   Sama Alshaibi, University of Arizona

 11:50-12:30   3.  Facing Demands for Difference in Latin American Music  
   Janet Sturman, University of Arizona

12:30 – 1:30     Lunch break
Lunch boxes provided. Please make your way onto the UA 
campus. The ILC has a large shaded patio where you can rest 
and enjoy your lunch before the next session.

…
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…

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

Afternoon Schedule

1:30 – 3:30       Session V 
   Gender and Identities  
   U of A campus - Integrated Learning Center (ILC), Room 130                                                    

 1:30-2:10   1.  “Making the Exotic Familiar; the Familiar Exotic:” Making  
   Meaning of Our World 
   Lisa Falk, Arizona State Museum

 2:10-2:50   2.  Experiencing the Global-Local: Migrant Women Testimonios  
   and Political, Intercultural, and Pedagogical Challenges in the  
   Borderlands 
   Anna Ochoa-O’Leary, University of Arizona

 2:50-3:30   3.  ‘Ladies’ and ‘Lion Women:’ Approaches to Understanding  
   Middle Eastern Women
   Anne Betteridge, University of Arizona

3:30 – 5:30       Workshops According to Discipline (with refreshments)
   University of Arizona campus - ILC, various rooms                                      

 3:30-4:10   A.  Foreign Languages 
   Renate Schulz, University of Arizona
   Integrated Learning Center (ILC), Room 141              

 4:10-4:50   B.  Social Studies 
   Lisa Adeli, University of Arizona
   Integrated Learning Center (ILC), Room 135               

 4:50-5:30   C.  Language Arts 
   Seemin Raina, University of Arizona
   Integrated Learning Center (ILC), Room 145               

5:30    Conference Adjourned

Saturday afternoon sessions take place on the University of Arizona 
campus in the Integrated Learning Center
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AbstrActs And biogrAphicAl stAtements

Friday, OctOber 10th

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

On Becoming Global Souls: Building Intercultural Competence 
Janet Bennett, Intercultural Communication Institute

Abstract:
Being “global souls” – seeing ourselves as members of a world community, knowing 
that we share the future with others – requires powerful forms of intercultural 
competence. Being socially responsible – seeking justice, assuring privilege is 
shared – requires equally complicated skills. Such competence seeks to reconcile 
the competing commitments to the self and others, at home and across the globe, 
knowing that this is profoundly difficult. This presentation will explore the 
centrality of intercultural competence for teaching and learning, suggesting both 
the benefits and the risks. We will examine strategies for building a mindset and a 
skillset, and confront some of the complexities of being competent global souls.

This presentation will examine the following questions:
•	 What	exactly	is	intercultural	competence?
•	 What	are	the	benefits	of	being	interculturally	competent?
•	 And	what	are	the	risks?
•	 How	do	we	achieve	such	competence?

Biography:
Janet Bennett, Ph.D., is Executive Director of the Intercultural Communication 
Institute, sponsor of the Summer Institute for Intercultural Communication, and 
Director of the Master of Arts degree in Intercultural Relations jointly sponsored 
by ICI and the University of the Pacific. She specializes in preparing educators who 
teach or train across cultures, domestically or globally. As a consultant, she works 
with colleges and universities, corporations, social service agencies, NGOs, and 
professional associations. She teaches in the training and development program at 
Portland State University, and publishes on intercultural training and adjustment.

…
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Session I: Developing and Assessing Intercultural 
Competence, Part 1

1: Intercultural Competence: A Consensus Definition, Model, and Implica-
tions for Assessment 
darla deardOrFF, duke university

abstract:
What is intercultural competence and what are the best ways to assess it? is it 
even possible to assess? many experts have written about this concept for over 
the past 30 years. in order to assess such a complex concept, it is important that 
we first understand what we mean by intercultural competence. This presentation 
explores a definition and model of intercultural competence, based on the first 
study to document consensus among leading intercultural experts in the United 
States. We will discuss specific elements of intercultural competence and briefly 
look at implications for curriculum before turning our attention to key principles in 
assessing intercultural competence in our students.

biO:
dr. darla K. deardorff is currently executive director of the Association of 
international education Administrators, a national professional organization based at 
duke University, where she also teaches cross-cultural and teacher-training courses. 
in addition, she is a visiting professor at north carolina state University and the 
University of north carolina-chapel hill. she has received numerous invitations 
from around the world to speak on her research on intercultural competence and 
assessment and is a noted expert on these topics. she has published widely on 
topics in international education and is editor of the forthcoming handbook of 
intercultural competence (sage, 2009). dr. deardorff holds a master’s and doctorate 
from north carolina state University where she focused on international education. 
Her dissertation on the definition and assessment of intercultural competence 
has drawn national and international attention and her intercultural competence 
models developed through her research are being used by such organizations as the 
bertelsmann Foundation in germany and sodexho. her research interests include 
intercultural competence, outcomes assessment, internationalization, teacher 
preparation, and learning styles in different cultures.

2: Developing Intercultural Competence through Study Abroad
christian sinclair, university OF arizOna

abstract:
how does a study abroad experience, if at all, develop intercultural competence in 
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its participants?  this presentation will look at key frameworks and models used in 
study abroad programming to promote intercultural awareness and competency.  it 
will examine strategies for program developers and field directors to better integrate 
theory and practice and to guide participants through the process of cross-cultural 
adaptation and lead them to intercultural competence.

biO: 
christian sinclair is the Assistant director of the University of Arizona’s center 
for middle eastern studies (cmes) and has more than 20 years’ of experience in 
international education, intercultural communication, and the middle east.  prior to 
coming to the University of Arizona, sinclair was the director of middle eastern 
Studies at SIT Study Abroad where he developed transformative, field-based 
programs to prepare students to become interculturally competent.  he also taught 
graduate courses in intercultural communication, as well as modern standard 
Arabic and colloquial spoken Arabic.  his particular area of expertise is the nexus 
of language, culture, and identity.

3: Assessing Intercultural Competence: In Search of Measurable Goals in 
the Foreign Language Classroom
renate schulz, university OF arizOna

abstract: 
professional publications in the area of second/foreign language education have for 
a long time emphasized the importance of cultural understanding in the language 
classroom, but only recently have we seen a concerted call for broadening the fo-
cus from the development of communicative competence to the development of 
intercultural competence. there is, however, no agreement on how culture should 
be defined operationally in the context of the foreign language curriculum in terms 
of concrete instructional objectives, and there is still less consensus on whether 
or how intercultural competence should be formally assessed. this presentation 
suggests five fundamental objectives to serve as a foundation for the development 
of cross-cultural understanding and intercultural competence. portfolio assessment 
is proposed to evaluate students’ emerging awareness, and a template for such a 
portfolio is provided. 

biO: 
renate schulz holds a ph.d. in Foreign language education from the ohio state 
University. she has taught german and French at the pre-collegiate and post-
secondary levels in the U.s., and French and english as a second language in 
nigeria as member of the U.s. peace corps. in addition to german language and 
german studies courses, she also teaches graduate courses in second language 
acquisition, teaching and assessment. presently she is professor and interim 
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head of the department of german studies at the University of Arizona and 
serves on the faculty of the interdisciplinary ph.d. program in second language 
Acquisition and teaching (slAt). her research interests lie in the areas of second 
language acquisition, teaching, assessment, and second/foreign language teacher 
development and she has published widely on the learning and teaching of foreign 
languages. dr. schulz is the recipient of numerous research and teaching awards 
from local, national and international organizations, most recently the henry and 
Phyllis Koffler Prize for Outstanding Accomplishments in Teaching (2005) and the 
2008 AdFl Award for distinguished service to the profession.  

Session II: Developing and Assessing Intercultural 
Competence, Part 2 

1: Culture Shockers and Barrier Breakers: Intercultural Strategies for the 
Language Classroom 
Gail rObinsOn, san dieGO state university

abstract:
language programs across the nation aim toward globalization. more students than 
ever travel abroad and at home, every classroom is a multicultural one. but what 
are we doing to prepare our students for crosscultural encounters? this presentation 
offers an interdisciplinary view of issues to be considered in the language classroom 
and suggests effective strategies for promoting peaceful interactions. 

biO:
gail robinson, (ph.d., stanford) is professor of spanish and linguistics at san 
diego state University and was Founding director of san diego state University’s 
National Language Resource Center, one of the nation’s first three funded under 
the U.s. congress. her international experience as former language research 
specialist with sonY, Japan, and the new south Wales department of education, 
Australia, lend broad perspectives to communication dilemmas and solutions. 
Among her numerous books and articles are: second culture Acquisition (modern 
language Journal); crosscultural Understanding (prentice hall international); 
“culturally diverse speech styles,” in interactive language teaching, Wilga 
rivers (ed), (cambridge University press); the magic-carpet-ride-to-Another-
culture syndrome (Foreign language Annals, ActFl). 

…
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2: ‘Deliberative Dialogue’ as a Tool for Developing Critical Thinking Skills 
in the Language Classroom
kamakshi murti, middlebury cOlleGe

abstract: 
professor murti will discuss ‘deliberative dialogue’ as a way to develop critical 
thinking skills in the language classroom, describing two courses to show the 
efficacy of this pedagogical tool. In one of the classes, an intermediate level 
German language course, students used the lowered affective filter provided by this 
framework to conduct an informed and thoughtful dialogue about the emotionally 
fraught issue of immigration in german-speaking countries. ‘deliberative dialogue’ 
thus provided a gateway to the world outside academia, and german’s relevance, 
thus making very clear the consequence of language learning. the other course, a 
college requirement and hence taught in english, also provided students with a safe 
space for talking about the contentious issue of the muslim hijab (headscarf) in 
germany. in both courses, students were able to voice their concerns and interests, 
and to see how these intersected and overlapped with those of others.

biO:
Kamakshi pappu murti is professor of german at middlebury college, Vermont. 
she has published on nineteenth century colonialism and post-colonial minorities 
discourse in germany, including two books die reinkarnation des lesers als Autor: 
ein rezeptionsgeschichtlicher Versuch über den Einfluß der altindischen Literatur 
auf deutsche schriftsteller um 1900 (de gruyter, 1990) and india: the seductive 
and seduced ‘other’ of german orientalism (greenwood, 2001). currently, she is 
working on a book-length manuscript about the muslim headscarf entitled turkey, 
germany, and the shifting boundaries of identity. she has also held workshops at 
ncore (national council on race and ethnicity in American higher education) 
to demonstrate ‘deliberative dialogue’ as an effective pedagogical tool to 
encourage students to ask themselves: “What sort of critical thinking skills should 
be integrated with language learning so that we are able to understand cultural 
‘othernesses’ as enriching experiences and grow as individuals and citizens of the 
world community?”

3: Facilitating Sustainable Dialogue in Intercultural Conflict: A Multi-dimen-
sional Framework
benjamin brOOme, arizOna state university

abstract:
the concept of dialogue comes from the greek dia (through) and logos (reasoning), 
implying a process of communication in which participants are engaged in an 
exchange of ideas driven by curiosity, discovery, and learning. in today’s complex 
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world, characterized by differences in culture, existence of historical grievances, 
and competition for scarce resources, it is more critical than ever to find ways 
to bring conflicting parties together for meaningful dialogue. However, it is not 
enough to simply put people together in the same room and expect them to work 
out their differences on their own. Meaningful dialogue in conflict situations often 
requires a facilitated process that is designed to bridge differences and help groups 
find ways of working together productively. This presentation will describe how 
a space for understanding and cooperation in intercultural conflict can be created 
through a structured dialogue process that is built on the personal, relational, 
design, and contextual dimensions of interaction. the aim is to help individuals and 
groups with differences, disagreements, and conflicting goals relate to each other 
positively and work together productively. examples will be provided about how 
such a process was applied in the Cyprus conflict, based on the author’s experience 
in working with peacebuilding groups on this eastern mediterranean island over the 
past fifteen years.

biO: 
benjamin J. broome is professor in the hugh downs school of human 
communication at Arizona state University (AsU), where he teaches courses in 
intercultural communication, group facilitation, and conflict resolution.  His research 
focuses on the third-party role in facilitating dialogue in intercultural conflicts.  His 
publications have appeared in journals such as international negotiation, systems 
research and behavioral science, international Journal of intercultural relations, 
human communication research, management communication Quarterly, 
Journal of Conflict Resolution, Journal of Social Psychology, International Journal 
of Conflict Management, Small Group Research, American Indian Quarterly, and 
communication education.  he has been involved with peacebuilding efforts in 
cyprus since 1994, working closely with groups of greek cypriots and turkish 
Cypriots in conflict resolution, problem solving, and interactive design. In addition 
to his work in cyprus, he has facilitated workshops with a number of government 
agencies, business organizations, professional associations, educational institutions, 
native American tribes, and community groups in the United states, europe, and 
mexico. 
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…

saturday, OctOber 11th

Introductory Presentation

Understanding Culture and Communication: From Theory to Application
christian sinclair, university OF arizOna

abstract:
Using the middle east as a case study, this presentation will look at ways to apply 
various intercultural communication theories and frameworks to better understand 
the region.  one example of this is to think dialectically about international migration 
and apply theories of intercultural adjustment to muslim immigrants in europe. 
these contextual applications can be easily replicated for other world regions and 
issues.

biO:
christian sinclair is the Assistant director of the University of Arizona’s center 
for middle eastern studies (cmes) and has more than 20 years’ of experience in 
international education, intercultural communication, and the middle east.  prior to 
coming to the University of Arizona, sinclair was the director of middle eastern 
Studies at SIT Study Abroad where he developed transformative, field-based 
programs to prepare students to become interculturally competent.  he also taught 
graduate courses in intercultural communication, as well as modern standard 
Arabic and colloquial spoken Arabic.  his particular area of expertise is the nexus 
of language, culture, and identity.

Session IV: Media

1: Mass Media in the Middle East: Print, Radio, Television, Internet and 
Cinema
christine dykGraaF, university OF arizOna

abstract:
mass media in the middle east has a rather short but complicated history, one 
including strong colonial, nationalist, and ideological influences. Today media in 
the middle east is quickly coming apace with media in the West and wider world. 
As such, it is now venturing into the realms of digital and satellite technologies that 
often defy the means of regulation and control to which print and analog media 
were subject. middle east media can now cover the West and the world in much the 
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same manner it has been covered in the past so new and innovative media ventures 
such as al-Jazeera, al-Arabiyya, and internet blogs and online news centers are 
deepening and enhancing the image of the West in the middle east. the burning 
questions are of course: how? For what stated goals? And to what effect?

biO:
christine dykgraaf  holds a b.A. in english literature and comparative religious 
studies from Albion college, an m.A. in near eastern studies from the University 
of michigan in Ann Arbor, and an mls from the University of Arizona. she is 
currently a doctoral candidate in library science at the University of Arizona, an 
adjunct lecturer of near eastern studies, and the Undergraduate Advisor for the 
near eastern studies department. she is close to wrapping up her dissertation on 
the current policies and procedures of book and monograph acquisitions at middle 
east collections in the United states. 

2: “ReOrienting” the West through Latin American Media 
celeste GOnzalez de bustamante, university OF arizOna

abstract:
Using a variety of media, including entertainment and news media in latin America, 
dr. gonzález de bustamante provides examples of the contested views of the West 
in latin America. these examples contrast images about latin America that are 
frequently aired and published in the United states, and which have historically 
portrayed latin American nations and latin American citizens as underdeveloped 
and backwards. guidelines for media analyses are discussed to give teachers tools 
for improving media literacy among students in a multi-cultural context.

biO: 
celeste gonzález de bustamante is an Assistant professor at the University of 
Arizona department of journalism and an affiliated faculty member of the University 
of Arizona’s center for latin American studies. dr. bustamante received her ph.d. 
in history at the University of Arizona upon completion of her dissertation in may 
2006, tele-visiones (tele-visions): the making of mexican television news. she 
is one of the only scholars in the United states who has been granted access to 
grupo televisa’s (mexico’s largest television network) news archive. currently, 
she is preparing her dissertation for submission to an academic press. her research 
focuses on the history of media in Latin America. Dr. Bustamante has more than 15 
years of professional experience in the field of television journalism.
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Session IV: Art and Literature

1: Middle-Eastern Children’s Literature as Intercultural Tool
seemin raina, university OF arizOna

abstract:
literature can open the world for students and build a bridge to international 
understanding and global perspectives. the theoretical basis of the readers 
response theory is the reader, the text, and the context, so prior knowledge 
about the topic, thus, counts. this presentation will help in immersing students in 
global cultures, specifically Middle Eastern regions, through engagements around 
children’s literature. the presentations will provide an opportunity for the audience 
to make sense of the content of books about middle east. i will also read Aloud 
to them before i discuss and deconstruct concerns within readings of multicultural 
texts. i will go over some issues related to text reading and discussion strategies. 
handouts on discussion strategies and an annotated bibliography will be provided 
to the educators.

biO: 
seemin raina is a doctoral candidate in the department of language reading and 
culture, college of education, at the University of Arizona. her major scholarly 
study is in children’s literature, specifically, the representation of Muslims in 
children’s and adolescents’ literature; her doctoral minor is in Art education with 
the main focus of islamic Art and architecture.  she also has an m.F.A. in studio 
and Art history. she has taught pre-service teachers courses on integrating art into 
the mainstream as well as children’s literature courses at the university level. raina 
is from Pakistan and has taught many subjects at all grade levels, specifically those 
relating to Art and language Arts, for over twenty years in pakistan and the U.s.

2: Border Identities: Negotiating the Line in Contemporary Middle Eastern 
Art
sama alshaibi, university OF arizOna

abstract:
this multi-media presentation will investigate artists primarily of palestinian, 
Lebanese and Iraqi descent whose projects contribute to the distribution of first 
hand accounts of the regional political conflicts. Their art pieces function as works 
of witness; they are a means of disseminating critical information on the negotiation 
and navigation of national and local borders, checkpoints, complicated id pass-
systems, surveillance, and the other strategies constructed to control and spy on 
besieged local populations. As contemporary artists, their subversive art acts as 
coded and manipulated narratives, and their pieces are earmarks of colonial moments 
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particularly in their use of structures that are often seen as harmless and benign, yet 
they contain maps and knowledge of the controlled spaces they inhabit.

biO:
sama Alshaibi is Assistant professor of Art in the photography department at the 
University of Arizona, tucson. she is co-founder of the 6+ women’s art collective.  
born in basra, iraq, to an iraqi father and palestinian mother and now a naturalized 
Us citizen, Alshaibi’s recent work investigates “borderlands”, including her own 
hyphenated identity, as critical sites in both physical and psychological terms. A 
multi-media artist, Alshaibi’s photography, video and installations are widely 
exhibited internationally including south Africa, the occupied palestinian 
territories, ireland, china, Jordan, guatemala, mexico, colombia and the UsA. 
her art and essays have recently appeared in nueva luz, Frontiers: A Journal 
of Women’s studies, and social dynamics. Alshaibi received her mFA at the 
University of Colorado (Boulder) in Photography, Video and Media Arts (2005).

3: Facing Demands for Difference in Latin American Music
janet sturman, university OF arizOna

abstract:
latin American music is more than mariachi, salsa, or reggaeton. the buena Vista 
social club, gilberto gil, or Astor piazzola do not by themselves represent cuban, 
brazilian or Argentine music. can we teach latin American music in ways that 
promote understanding of the diversity characteristic of the region? We can and 
should. We do not need to wait until college to use music as an avenue for promoting 
cultural competence. the presenter advocates examining music as sound, ideas, 
and behavior. sample teaching strategies will be illustrated with select examples 
and a list of recommended class projects and resources will be provided.

biO:
Janet sturman is professor of music at the University of Arizona where she teaches 
courses in ethnomusicology and world music.  her research focuses on how music 
serves as a tool for constructing identity. she is the editor of latin American choral 
music: contemporary performance and the colonial legacy (University of Arizona, 
college of Fine Arts, http://web.cfa.arizona.edu/sturman/clAm/pub1/) as well as 
author of Zarzuela: spanish operetta, American stage (University of illinois press, 
2000) and of numerous articles on popular music and performance practices from 
latin America and the American southwest. she current serves on the board of 
directors for the society for ethnomusicology and the college music society.
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Session V: Gender and Identities 

1: “Making the Exotic Familiar; the Familiar Exotic:” Making Meaning of 
Our World
lisa Falk, university OF arizOna 

abstract:
culture is people’s ways of thinking, doing, and believing. All of us have culture; it 
is all around us and how we define ourselves. We belong to various different groups 
and what we do and create as members of those groups helps define the culture of 
that group. this is all very abstract to students until they start looking at their own 
traditions and the history and traditions of where they live. by looking at their own 
communities they are better ready to understand themselves and others.

through cultural documentary investigations, students become cultural reporters 
and learn to look at the similarities and differences that define communities and 
groups. they look at a variety of traditions, including names, foodways, skills, 
customs, crafts/arts, architecture, language, etc and they document their research 
in order to share their insights. because of the internet, it is easy now for students 
to share and compare their research and partner with others around the world. this 
presentation addresses how to design a place-based cultural heritage documentary 
project with examples drawn from the Us and bermuda.
Presentation title thanks to Bharati Mukherjee.

biO: 
Lisa Falk is Director of Education at Arizona State Museum and a teaching affiliate 
with the language, reading and culture department in the college of education at 
the University of Arizona. She has 25 years experience developing and producing 
informal learning programs for cultural institutions, including having worked for 
the smithsonian institution. At the Arizona state museum, she is responsible for 
public and school programs and materials that interpret the museum’s exhibitions, 
collections, and research areas. Falk has designed many multicultural programs that 
integrate visual and performing arts with humanities content. she has also worked 
with college students to create award-winning podcasts related to cultural topics. 
she has trained teachers and K-12 students across the Us and in bermuda in how 
to do place-based education, community documentation and exhibition projects. 
Falk is author of cultural reporter, a student resource book for documenting and 
presenting about cultural traditions. she is co-author of bermuda connections 
cultural resource guide (center for Folklife and cultural heritage, smithsonian 
institution), a copy of which is in every classroom in bermuda. Falk holds a bA 
in Anthropology from oberlin college and a mAt in museum education from 
george Washington University.
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2: Experiencing the Global-Local: Migrant Women Testimonios and Political, 
Intercultural, and Pedagogical Challenges in the Borderlands 
anna OchOa-Oleary, university OF arizOna

abstract:
international research can be both the means and ends of developing intercultural 
competence.  it not only informs instruction that is critical to the formation of global 
citizens, it also benefits from the knowledge produced by cultural exchanges and the 
potential for transformation that these inspire. however, within the highly politicized, 
anti-immigrant climate of the U.s. borderlands today, the pedagogical challenges 
to migration research are growing. moving beyond competing with data generated 
by those on the opposite side of the immigration debate, the challenges also lie in 
developing greater tolerance, curiosity, and the skills needed to understand other 
cultures as well as our own. this paper will draw on the insights gained from 
research on the border to promote the value of narratives as a pedagogical tool 
for developing and assessing intercultural competence. Using a semi-structured 
narrative methodology, the research sought to capture the lived experience of 
migrant women by identifying factors important in their decisions to migrate.  
these testimonios were assessed in the context of apprehension for entering the 
U.S. without official authorization and may help address the challenges posed by 
divisive rhetoric that undermines intercultural awareness and the development of 
critical intercultural competencies.

biO:
Anna ochoa-oleary received her ph.d. in Anthropology from the University of 
Arizona in 1999. currently, she teaches at the mexican American studies and 
Research Center (MASRC) of the University of Arizona, and she is affiliated with 
the binational migration institute, an association of scholars dedicated to the study 
of how immigration enforcement affects border communities. her current research 
and teaching interests focus on the immigration, gender issues, education, culture 
and urban politics of mexican/U.s.-mexican populations, and the political economy 
of the U.s.-mexico border. in 2006, ochoa-oleary received a Fulbright scholarship 
for research of migrant women’s encounters with immigration enforcement agents, 
Women at the intersection: immigration enforcement and transnational migration on 
the U.s.-mexico border. her current research involves a binational research project 
that is investigating the reproductive health care strategies of immigrant/migrant 
women in the Arizona-sonora migrant corridor. dr. ochoa-oleary’s membership 
and participation in several community-based groups and professional organizations 
reflect her research interest in immigration/migration studies.  She is a board member 
of the Arizona border rights Foundation and steering committee member of derechos 
humanos, a community-based organization dedicated to advocating for the rights of 
immigrants and migrants.  she is also currently chair of the committee of refugee 
and immigrants, which is part of the society for Urban, national, transnational/
global Anthropology section of the American Association of Anthropologists.
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3: ‘Ladies’ and ‘Lion Women’: Approaches to Understanding Middle Eastern 
Women
anne betteridGe, university OF arizOna

abstract: 
middle eastern women, and especially those who wear islamic dress, may appear 
strikingly different, even exotic, to ‘foreigners’ who don’t know them. however, the 
women’s concerns to a large extent echo those of women in other parts of the world. 
At the same time, middle eastern women vary widely based on many factors, among 
them nationality, education, employment, and religious identity. this presentation 
will include an overview of issues important to the understanding of middle eastern 
women’s situations, in both the middle east and in diaspora communities, and place 
particular emphasis on iranian women. descriptions of ideal types of women, as 
described in iran, range from ’ladies’—talented and gracious homemakers, hostesses, 
wives, and mothers—to fiercely capable ‘lion women.’ One woman can—and some 
would say should—combine both sets of characteristics. the talk will conclude with 
an introduction to resources that can be used to encourage understanding of middle 
eastern women’s lives.      

biO:
An anthropologist with a ph.d. from the University of chicago, Anne h. betteridge is 
director of the University of Arizona center for middle eastern studies and Associate 
professor in the department of near eastern studies. she served as executive director 
of the middle east studies Association of north America (mesA) from 1990-2002. dr. 
betteridge’s research interests focus on iranian culture, particularly women and ritual. 
She conducted fieldwork and lived in Iran from late 1974 until early 1979, and has 
made three visits to iran since that time. At the University of Arizona, dr. betteridge 
teaches courses related to ethnography of the middle east and to the study of middle 
eastern women. she has served as a member of the executive council of the society 
for iranian studies, on the board of directors of the Association for the study of 
persianate societies, and chaired the national council of Area studies Associations. 
Anne betteridge is currently a member of the Academic steering committee of the 
Fares center for eastern mediterranean studies, tufts University and on the editorial 
board of the Journal of persianate studies.  

Workshops According to Discipline
the workshops provide a forum in which concrete illustrations of presentation 
principles will be collaboratively developed and attendees will begin applying these 
to materials for use in their classes. Attendees select the workshop they plan to attend 
when they complete the conference registration form.
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A. Foreign Languages 
Facilitator: renate schulz, University of Arizona. 
biO: 
renate schulz holds a ph.d. in Foreign language education from the ohio state 
University. presently she is professor and interim head of the department of german 
studies at the University of Arizona and serves on the faculty of the interdisciplinary 
ph.d. program in second language Acquisition and teaching (slAt). her research 
interests lie in the areas of second language acquisition, teaching, assessment, and 
second/foreign language teacher development and she has published widely on the 
learning and teaching of foreign languages. dr. schulz is the recipient of numerous 
research and teaching awards from local, national and international organizations, 
most recently the Henry and Phyllis Koffler Prize for Outstanding Accomplishments 
in Teaching (2005) and the 2008 ADFL Award for Distinguished Service to the Pro-
fession.

B. Social Studies 
Facilitator: lisa Adeli, University of Arizona
biO:
lisa Adeli will always consider herself an educator.  in addition to her university 
degrees, including a phd in history from the University of Arizona, she has a secondary 
teaching certification in Social Studies and English with an ESL endorsement. She has 
had teacher fellowships through the U.s. holocaust memorial museum and the U.s. 
institute of peace. most recently, she was part of ireX’s teaching excellence and 
Achievement program and spent two weeks at a school in Armenia in April 2008. 
Although she loves all of World history, her particular areas of interest are 20th 
century southeastern europe and the middle east.

C. Language Arts 
Facilitator: seemin raina, University of Arizona. 
biO: 
seemin raina is a doctoral candidate in the department of language reading and 
culture, college of education, at the University of Arizona. her major scholarly study 
is in children’s literature, specifically, the representation of Muslims in children’s and 
adolescents’ literature; her doctoral minor is in Art education with the main focus 
of islamic Art and architecture.  she also has an m.F.A. in studio and Art history. 
she has taught pre-service teachers courses on integrating art into the mainstream 
as well as children’s literature courses at the university level. raina is from pakistan 
and has taught many subjects at all grade levels, specifically those relating to Art and 
language Arts, for over twenty years in pakistan and the U.s.
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